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GEORGE LEITMANN 
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A sufficiency theorem for optimal feedback strategies in two-person zero-sum 
differential games is given. The theorem is applicable to a wide class of such 
games for which strategies are Bore1 measurable functions on a subset of the 
state space. The theorem generalizes those of [I, 2, and 51. 
1. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
We consider a two-person zero-sum differential game with dynamical 
state equations 
L%- =f(x, u, w) (1) 
where x is contained in En, u is contained in ET, v  is contained in Es, and f 
is a Bore1 measurable function with domain En x Er x Es and range in En; 
no further restrictions are placed on f since they are not needed. The playing 
space (state space) denoted by X is a measurable subset of En. The target 
(terminal set) 0 is a set contained in the closure of X. 
A solution of the differential Eq. (1) . IS called a trajectory. A trajectory is 
terminating if it lies entirely in the playing space X and has a nonempty 
intersection with the target 0. For such a trajectory, play terminates at the 
first time for which the trajectory intersects the target 0. 
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The two players are denoted by P and E. They choose the values of u and 
v, respectively, for all members x of the playing space X. Let B denote the 
set of all Bore1 measurable functions with domain X and range in Er and let 
G denote the set of all Bore1 measurable functions with domain X and range 
in Es. The sets 9 and d constitute the admissible strategies for players P 
and E, respectively. 
Constraints on the two controls of players P and E are given by the follow- 
ing two functions A and B, respectively: 
A : X x ES -+ set of all nonempty subsets of E’ (4 
B : X x Er + set of all nonempty subsets of Es. (3) 
Note that constraints on the playing space are implicit in the definition of X. 
Let p E B and e E 8. The pair (p, e) is said to be a playable strategy pair at 
the point x0 E X, if it generates at least one terminating trajectory emanating 
from the point x,, and the conditions p(x) E A(x, e(x)) and e(x) E B(x, p(x)) 
are satisfied for all x E X. Let F(xa) denote the set of all playable strategy 
pairs at the point x0 . Let F = n (F(x) : x E X}; 7 is the set of all strategy 
pairs which are playable on the entire playing space X. The following assump- 
tion must be made. 
ASSUMPTION I. F is nonempty. 
Let x,, E X and (p, e) E F-(x,). Let T(xo; p, e) denote the set of all terminat- 
ing trajectories generated by the playable strategy pair (p, e) at the point x,; 
that is, if 4 is contained in T(x,,; p, e), then 
where t E [to , t,], +(to) = x0 , $(tr) E 0, and t, is the first time for which 
the trajectory 4 has intersection with the target 0. In general, the final time tf 
depends on the trajectory + and the initial time t, depends on x0; i.e., time 
is usually considered as a state variable. 
Let fO be a real valued bounded Bore1 measurable function with domain 
X x E’ x E”. 
Let x0 E X, (p, e) E F(xs) and 4 E T(x,; p, e). A real number denoted by 
V(x, ; p, e, 4) is associated with the quadruple (x0 , p, e, $) in the following 
manner : 
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where +(t,) = x0 and &tf) E 0. Since fO is a bounded Bore1 measurable 
function, $ is absolutely continuous, and p and e are Bore1 measurable, it 
follows [3] that the integral in Eq. (5) exists. 
A playable strategy pair (p*, e*) contained in F is said to be optimal on X, 
if the following saddle-point condition is met. 
SADDLE-POINT CONDITION. If x,, is contained in X, (p*, e) and (p, e*) 
are contained in Y(x,), and $i , 4*., and $a are contained in T(x,; p*, e), 
T&s; p*, e*), and T(x,,; p, e*), respectively, then 
VG; p*, e, dd < Wo; P*, e*, $*I d V(xo; P, e*, 6,). (6) 
The saddle-point condition implies that if (p*, e*) is optimal on X, 
x,, E X, and $r* and d,* are contained in T(x,;p*, e*), then 
Wk; P*, e*, A*) = V&; P*, e*, 9$*). 
2. DEFINITIONS AND A PRELIMINARY RESULT 
DEFINITION 2.1. A denumerable decomposition D of a set X C E” is a 
denumerable collection of disjoint subsets whose union is X. This is usually 
written D = {Xj : j E J} where J is a denumerable index set of the disjoint 
subsets. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let X be a subset of E” and D a denumerable decompo- 
sition of X. A real valued continuous function V on X is said to be of ckzm cl 
with respect to D if, for each j E J, there exists a pair (Wj , Vj) such that Wj 
is an open set containing Xi and Vj : Wj 4 R is a function of class cl such 
that V,(x) = V(X) for all x E Xi . 
For each j E J, the pair ( Wj , Vj) may be not unique, but this fact poses no 
problem in the subsequent analysis; see Lemma 3.2 of [4]. 
A preliminary monotonicity result needed for the subsequent analysis is 
given next; its proof is given in [4]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let X be a subset of E” and D = {X, : j E J) be a denumerable 
decomposition of X. Let 4 : [a, b] -+ X be absolutely continuous and h : [a, b] + R 
integrable. Let V : X---f R be continuous and of class 13 with respect to D. Let 
{( Wj , Vj) : j E J) be a collection of pairs which is associated with the function V. 
Let Ti = {t E [a, b] : 4(t) E Xj} for j E J. 
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Suppose for each j E J, 
d 
h(t) + z (V, 0 d) (4 > 0 a.e. TI .l (7) 
Then the function 
g(t) = jt h(T) dT + V’ 0 4) W 
a 
(8) 
defined for t E [a, b] is monotone nondecreasing and absolutely continuous. 
3. SUFFICIENT OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (p*, e*) be contained in 9. For the optimality in X 
of the pair (p*, e*), it is suficient that there exist a denumerahle decomposition D
of X and a continuous function V* : X -+ R which is of class cl with respect o D 
and satisfies the conditions :
(9 fdx, P*(X), 4 + grad Vj*(x) .f  b, P*M 4 < 0, XEXj, 
tJ E qx, p*(x)), i E J; 
(ii) f&, u, e*(x)> + grad V,*(x) .f  (x, u, e*(x)) > 0, XEXj, 
u E 4x, e*(x)>, j E J; 
(iii)2 V*(x) = 0 for x contained in 0; 
where {(Wj , V,*) : j E J} is a collection associated with V* and D = {Xj : j E J}. 
Proof. It is to be shown that the saddle-point condition (6) is satisfied for 
each x0 E X. 
Let x,, E X. Let (p*, e) and (p, e*) be contained in T-(x,,). Suppose $r , $*, 
& are contained in T(x,; p*, e), T(x,,; p*, e*), and T(x,; p, e*), respectively. 
Let tfl, tf*, and tf2 be the terminating times for the trajectories +r , $*, $e , 
respectively. Note that +l(to) = +*(t,,) = qS2(t,,) = x,, and (bl(tr2), d*(tr*), 
and d2(tf2) are all contained in 0. It is now to be shown that 
d J f&b>, P&(T)), e*(+&>>> dT. to 
i Vj 0 4 denotes the composition of I’, with 4; that is, (Vj 0 4)(t) = V,($(t)). a.e. T, 
denotes everywhere in T, except on a set of Lebesgue measure zero. 
2 If 8 -X is nonempty, this condition is augmented by limit,,, V*(4(t)) = 0, 
+(t,) contained in 8 - X where d, is a terminating trajectory contained in T(x, ; p, e) 
for some (p, e) contained in Y(xO), x0 E X - 8. 
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for t contained in [t,, , trl]. 
Let 
for t contained in [t,, , tY*]. 
Let 
g2(0 = ~~oh(~2(~h PC&W e*(d2(4) d7 + (V* 0 +2) (t) 
for t contained in [t,, , tf2]. 
It follows from (i), (ii) and Lemma 2.1 that g*, - g*, g, , and - g, are 
monotone nondecreasing. Therefore, 
g,(V) G g*(G*) G g2h2) (10) 
since gl(tO) = g*(t,,) = g2(t,,). It then follows from (iii) and condition (10) 
that condition (9) holds. This completes the proof. 
Remark 3.1. The condition of V* being of class 8 with respect to D 
can be relaxed to V* being differentiable and locally Lipschitzian with 
respect to D, see [4]. 
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